
Agent-H,4aling by
F.4. & Metropolitan Police, Special Branch.

Metropolitan Police Special Branch (M.P.S.B.) are
currently chiefly preoccupied with the threat to law and order
presented by the new revolutionary movements to the left of the
C.F.G.B., such as the various Trotskyist, Anarchist and pro-
Chinese groups responsible for demonstrations which could easily
have erupted into violence along the lines of the Paris
'revolution' of May 1968.

2. To obtain tactical intelligence on the day-to-day
activities of these scattered and amorphous groups, M.F.S.B. have
resorted to use of primarily_ short-term and relatively super-
ficial - but none the less effective - sources of the following
types:-

(a) informants, often with a criminal background,
paid by results, and working essentially for
mercenary motives or because of some hold
exercised over them by the Police.

The 'Hairy Squad', i.e. N.P.J.B. officers,
disguised as militant characters, and
deployed to infiltrate the trouble-making
revolutioniry groups.

3. These tactics, improvised of necessity at short notice
to deal with riot conditions, paid off handsomely in containing
demonscrations when used in conjunction with intelligence derived
from other M.P.S.B. and Security Service sources. However, with
One or two notable exceptions, these M.P.S.B. informants have not
b. capable of deep and long term penetration of the revolutionary
organisations involved. Admittedly, it is not easy to achieve
such penetration., because

of the nature, characteristics and structures of the groups

has resulted over the years
ee c heC.P.G.B., some coverageandi 

L 
.

of the Revolutionary Protest factions.

5. In recent times F.4. has achieved an increasingly close
rapport with M.i.S.B. with the object of co-ordinating agent
coverage snd eliminating wasteful duplication of effort. Progress

/in this
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in ti s co-op.ration, vhieh oy redscessor did so

much to foster, is documented

6. i:.'.S.R. have tacitl- left the G.F.G.B. (both at R.4.

level and in the London District) for the Security Service to

cover, part15 because they realise thati_ the Security Service has coverage
, and partly na-dotibt-because Zhilf---

,.-.G. in its quest of a rspectable and constitutionally

correct ImL,7n - as expressed in the 'British Road to oocialiso

programme - no longer pre ents a threat of violent revolution.

oweVers IUP.b.S. do beip 2.4., to sons extent

7. In the sphere Of Rtvolutionsry Protest groups, F.4.

and co-operate very closely,
hanneling Y1.1=.S.B. information to the Security

The Security Service considered that being adapted to rather different objectives, the information from 
I

Security Service and MPSB agents is

(MMIlipialMRUttirl $ arid: the liYiproduct

-.,. The difficulty starts when . _3.3. aspires to.-.

monopolise the trsining of Special 3ranches in the provinces,
where :..?. .3. azent-running and reporting techniques are often
ill-suite local needs and conditions (for instance
'Hairy ._;q.;• ' infiltration is unthinkable outside : the vast
ano .nous conurbation of London

.22 September, 1969.
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